
Peer Ledger was founded in 2016 with a vision of “traceability

for all” . We use cutting edge blockchain technology to solve

real problems related to manufacturing, environmental

preservation, human rights and healthcare.

Our first product, MIMOSI Connect, makes supply chains

transparent, responsive, and responsible when and where it

matters. Our USPTO patented technology is in production

with PAMP SA, a renowned Swiss gold refinery.

MIMOSI Connect provides the flexibility to track any material

and we proved this in a Government of Canada project to

trace steel. Interoperability is critical to blockchain adoption,

so we conducted two interoperability projects with Fortune 10

and Fortune 500 companies. These projects successfully

utilized our robust API, web portal, and mobile app.

Peer Ledger believes in the power of blockchain and we strive to make our technology affordable to

organizations of all sizes. We work with all points of a supply chain to provide a complete traceability

solution. In December 2020, we onboarded a global company to enhance its responsible supply chain

efforts in Asia. MIMOSI Connect is being piloted in a remote Asian jungle to reduce child labor risks and

track a sensitive material from source to export.
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At the start of the pandemic we felt compelled to help

businesses find trusted sources for personal protective

equipment, so we offered MIMOSI Connect for PPE at no

charge for six months.

As the crisis worsened, we launched MIMOSI Health, a

digital health platform to streamline the testing, treatment,

contact tracing and vaccination workflows. The platform

eliminates handoff issues by tracking the chain of custody

of COVID-19 tests and vaccines. MIMOSI Health unifies

stakeholders from public health, hospitals and labs to

provide consistent, real-time, actionable COVID-19 data.

MIMOSI Health and MIMOSI Connect are pre-qualified by

the Government of Canada for pilots with federal agencies.
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FOUNDER'S MESSAGE TO INVESTORS
2020 brought the most sales activity in Peer

Ledger’s history. The new EU regulations on

conflict minerals and the FDA's food traceability

rule have increased the demand for our products.

We have an active sales pipeline valued at over $5

million and it’s time to expand. In 2021, we are

seeking to raise a $10 million series A round. We

are exploring investment in Canada, the US and EU.
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Launch of MIMOSI Health

30x increased use of MIMOSI

Connect's gold provenance graphs

USPTO patent awarded

Successful interoperability POCs

Tracing Canadian steel

Volta Ecosystem Impact Awardee

OECD Panel & RMI Blockchain

Interoperability workgroup

$5M sales pipeline


